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If you skipper a sailboat, you know the inherent dangers of docking and maneuvering in a tight
marina with high winds and current. Just one ding can cost hundreds of dollars and worse than
that, major embarrassment. The experts at NauticEd offer a painless solution with this concise
series of practice exercises using real maneuvering techniques --with clear explanations on
how you can always be in full control or your boat in the marina. Once you master these
exercises, you will confidently maneuver your sailboat in any marina in the world under
whatever conditions are thrown at you. Grab this book, grab a friend, some (non-alcoholic)
libations, and a sandwich and get out on the water for a fun enjoyable day of maneuvering
practice. Here is what one of NauticEd’s students had to say: “I’ve sailed for the last thirty-plus
years and have a fifty-ton master’s credential. I’m constantly learning something new or
forgotten from NauticEd.” Skyhorse Publishing, as well as our Sports Publishing imprint, is
proud to publish a broad range of books for readers interested in sports—books about
baseball, pro football, college football, pro and college basketball, hockey, or soccer, we have
a book about your sport or your team. In addition to books on popular team sports, we also
publish books for a wide variety of athletes and sports enthusiasts, including books on running,
cycling, horseback riding, swimming, tennis, martial arts, golf, camping, hiking, aviation,
boating, and so much more. While not every title we publish becomes a New York Times
bestseller or a national bestseller, we are committed to publishing books on subjects that are
sometimes overlooked by other publishers and to authors whose work might not otherwise find
a home.
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HANDLING STORMS AT SEA
Indian and Pacific Oceans
In a book that is sure to become a classic, internationally respected boatbuilder, yacht
manager, and delivery skipper Bill Seifert shares his hard-won solutions to a host of boat
design, construction, and equipment issues and seamanship dilemmas. Unlike other books on
the subject, Offshore Sailing doesn’t just tell readers what to do for safe and comfortable
passage making; it shows them how to do it with clear, step-by-step instructions and nearly
200 detailed drawings and photographs.

Maneuver and Dock Your Sailboat Under Power
The first guide to design aimed at every sailor, Yacht Design Explained uses state-of-the-art
graphics, dynamic charts and photographs, and clear explanations to show what makes hulls,
keels, ballast, rudders, foils, masts, and sails work. It reveals why certain designs perform well
and others fail. The authors examine a range of boats, from a 14-foot dinghy to a 40-foot
cruiser, from a catamaran to an offshore singlehander. They break through the often confusing
physics of yacht design to provide an understanding that sailors can use to get the most out of
their time afloat.
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Competent Crew
Carefully designed and crafted, here is a book worthy of its subject--the boat owner's ultimate
idea book, destined to become a treasured resource. A useful coffee table book, as beautiful
as it is inspirational. Over 500 full-color photographs.

Voyaging on a Small Income
The story of a young couple with no prior sailing experience who set out to circle the world.
Four years later they return as circumnavigators. An inspiring look at what it takes to achieve
the dream of sailing around the world, and proof that it can be done.

Offshore Sailing: 200 Essential Passagemaking Tips
This is the reassuring voice of the ocean sailing community. Your big adventure starts here.
For many sailors, an ocean passage is the big dream. But many will worry that they don't have
the right experience, that their boat isn't strong enough, or that it will be prohibitively expensive
and difficult. Ocean Sailing will prepare you for an ocean passage by painting a picture of what
ocean sailing is really like, through the experiences of others who have gone before. Topics
covered range from safety to boat kit and preparations, budgeting to staying in touch with
home, equipment breakdowns to health and weather. Members of three great cruising clubs –
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the Royal Cruising Club, Ocean Cruising Club, and the Cruising Club of America – share their
vast wealth of experience, and by focusing on the practicalities of ocean sailing, allay the
anxieties and doubts of prospective ocean cruisers to ensure a deeply satisfying ocean
voyage.

The Cruising Guide to Central and Southern California: Golden Gate to
Ensenada, Mexico, Including the Offshore Islands
From a National Book Critics Circle Award winner, a brilliantly conceived and illuminating
reconsideration of a key period in the life of Ernest Hemingway that will forever change the way
he is perceived and understood. Focusing on the years 1934 to 1961—from Hemingway’s
pinnacle as the reigning monarch of American letters until his suicide—Paul Hendrickson
traces the writer’s exultations and despair around the one constant in his life during this time:
his beloved boat, Pilar. We follow him from Key West to Paris, to New York, Africa, Cuba, and
finally Idaho, as he wrestles with his best angels and worst demons. Whenever he could, he
returned to his beloved fishing cruiser, to exult in the sea, to fight the biggest fish he could find,
to drink, to entertain celebrities and friends and seduce women, to be with his children. But as
he began to succumb to the diseases of fame, we see that Pilar was also where he cursed his
critics, saw marriages and friendships dissolve, and tried, in vain, to escape his increasingly
diminished capacities. Generally thought of as a great writer and an unappealing human being,
Hemingway emerges here in a far more benevolent light. Drawing on previously unpublished
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material, including interviews with Hemingway’s sons, Hendrickson shows that for all the
writer’s boorishness, depression, and alcoholism, and despite his choleric anger, he was
capable of remarkable generosity—to struggling writers, to lost souls, to the dying son of a
friend. We see most poignantly his relationship with his youngest son, Gigi, a doctor who lived
his adult life mostly as a cross-dresser, and died squalidly and alone in a Miami women’s jail.
He was the son Hemingway forsook the least, yet the one who disappointed him the most, as
Gigi acted out for nearly his whole life so many of the tortured, ambiguous tensions his father
felt. Hendrickson’s bold and beautiful book strikingly makes the case that both men were
braver than we know, struggling all their lives against the complicated, powerful emotions
swirling around them. As Hendrickson writes, “Amid so much ruin, still the beauty.”
Hemingway’s Boat is both stunningly original and deeply gripping, an invaluable contribution to
our understanding of this great American writer, published fifty years after his death.

Singlehanded Sailing
Maximum Sail Power
Learn how to handle a cruising sailboat in as little as seven days—even if you’ve never sailed
before! Who says you have to be an experienced daysailor before you can think about
cruising? Steve and Doris Colgate know that most of us don’t have that kind of time. At the
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Offshore Sailing School, the Colgates have helped more than 100,000 adults—three-quarters
of whom started as beginning sailors or complete newcomers--take the helm of a midsize
cruising sailboat. Now Fast Track to Cruising offers these proven instructional methods to all
aspiring sailors with big dreams and little time. This is the very first guide that teaches sailing
and cruising together, taking you from your first sail to independent cruising in one leap. You
can make that leap in as little as seven days—as in the Colgates’ “Fast Track to Cruising”
course—or you can get there at a more leisurely pace. Either way, no other book will take you
from your first tacking or docking maneuver to a mastery of navigation and diesel engines as
efficiently as this one. "America's most experienced sailing instructors present a thorough and
easy to understand look at cruising. Leisure time is precious. Safety is paramount. The
Colgates will help you maximize your time on the water."--Gary Jobson, ESPN's lead sailing
analyst and editor at large for Cruising World and Sailing World “Doris and Steve Colgate
understand that people want to reach their sailing goals as quickly as possible and they've built
the excellent Fast Track program to accomplish it.”--Bernadette Bernon, former editorial
director of Cruising World magazine "Together Steve and Doris Colgate have been teaching
beginners to sail for over half a century. In Fast Track to Cruising they have included every
concept and procedure you need to get yourself from a want-to-be sailor to one who is
knowledgeable and competent to take the helm--with confidence and a smile."--Charles
Mason, Executive Editor, SAIL magazine

How to Sail Around the World
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Now in its second edition, completely revised and updated, Spurr's Boatbook remains the best
single source for understanding and improving your boat. You need not live with a dark or dank
cabin, insufficient space for stowage or chartwork, or sheet winches, halyards, and reefing
arrangements so inconvenient that you often find yourself motoring when you'd rather be
sailing. Somewhere beneath your boat's crazed gelcoat, untamed rig, patchwork electrical
system, and stubborn steering lies the boat of your dreams. This book will enable you to
envision that boat in detail--how its deck hardware is laid out, what the rig looks like, where its
hull and decks are reinforced, and how its cabin arrangements are altered to fit your needs.
And the book will help you translate that vision into reality by showing you what work should be
done and in what order, which projects you can do yourself and which you should probably hire
out, and how much time or money might be involved. Along the way, Dan Spurr gives step-bystep instructions, supported by Bruce Bingham's beautifully clear drawings, for many useful
projects any do-it-yourselfer can tackle, including autopilot installation, deck hardware
modifications, and electrical system upgrades.The gear, equipment, design, and construction
standards cited in this book--often in very specific detail with brand-name
recommendations--are as useful for evaluating a new boat as they are for buying a used boat
or improving the boat you already own.

Voyaging Under Power, 4th Edition
A good general cruising guide covering the routes from Europe to Australia and points in
between. The 'Indian Ocean Cruising Guide' covers all the usual points of interest for cruising
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yachtsmen, from history to climate, weather patterns, formalities, route planning and so on.
The general sections are followed by a country-by-country round-up in which key ports are
described in detail with the aid of harbour plans and photographs. This second edition (2007)
has been thoroughly revised and contains a lot of additional information on Malaysia and
Thailand, the Seychelles and the Chagos archipelago. The introduction has been expanded
and throughout there are new plans and photographs. This guide is an ideal companion to Rod
Heikell and Andy O'Grady's 'Ocean Passages and Landfalls' which discusses routes across
the Indian Ocean.

The Capable Cruiser
In May 1946 John Caldwell set out to sail from Panama to Sydney to reunite with his wife who
he hadn't seen for more than a year. Eager to reach his destination and unable to secure any
other form of transport, he had to resort to singlehanded seamanship. After an ignominious
scene in the harbor, where a tangled anchor led him to take an early dip, he spent ten days
learning the rudiments of navigation and sailing from a book, before embarking on the 9,000
mile journey aboard the 20-foot Pagan. Ahead lay a mission that was to reveal in him elements
not only of astounding courage and determination, but also of incredible foolhardiness. Within
500 miles of Panama John Caldwell had already been shipwrecked once and had his boat's
engine and cockpit destroyed by an angry shark. Indefatigable, he decided to press on towards
his goal.He endured the terrors and discomforts of life on the high seas and enjoyed the
triumphs of fighting and winning against the elements. This is more than an exciting tale of seaPage 9/23
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adventure. It is as compelling and unpredictable as a thriller. It is the story, witty and moving, of
a man, motivated initially by love, and ultimately by his own fierce determination to survive.

Yacht Style
A new classic from one of the world's most respected sailing authors More than 35 years ago,
Hal Roth quit his job as a journalist and went sailing. Since then, he's logged more than
200,000 sea miles. Along the way, Roth also has authored eight voyaging classics, including
the 1978 bestseller After 50,000 Miles. Taking that book as its starting point, this handsome
new volume incorporates the new technologies and discoveries of the last quarter century
along with another 150,000 miles of experience. A compendium of mature, time-tested sea
wisdom from one of the world's most respected sailing writers, How to Sail Around the World
will tell the reader: How to choose and equip a sailboat for long-distance cruising, with an
emphasis on simplicity and a modest budget How to plan and conduct a voyage anywhere in
the world How to master the arts of navigation, anchoring, and daily life aboard in exotic places
How to cope with storms at sea--the most complete and authoritative treatise on this critical
topic ever published

The Ocean Sailing Yacht
Sailing and crusing to distant shores can be as cheap or expensive as the pocket desires. This
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bestseller is about how to get the right boat, prepare it and organize the financial side of life, so
that you can manage the costs.

Hemingway's Boat
Explorer Chartbook Near Bahamas
Addresses key debates surrounding the War of 1812 while offering insight into the fourth
President's decision to wage the war in spite of his political adversaries' unanimous objections,
explaining that the war established a young United States's absolute independence from
Britain.

Fast Track to Sailing
"It takes thousands of hours of sailing to get the kind of knowledge contained in this book." -from the Foreword by Bruce Schwab The ONLY bible for how to sail your boat fast, safe, and
alone Solo sailing is within any sailor's grasp with a little forethought--and this essential guide.
Got a 35-foot sailboat? No problem. Is the wind blowing 20 knots? No problem. Are you racing
offshore overnight? Even better. Singlehander Andrew Evans learned the hard way how to sail
and race alone--with lots of mishaps, including broaches and a near tumbling over a
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waterfall--and in Singlehanded Sailing he shares the techniques, tips, and tactics he has
developed to make his solo sailing adventures safe and enriching. Learn everything you need
to know to meet any solo challenge, including: Managing the power consumption aboard a
boat to feed the electric autopilot Setting and gybing a spinnaker Finding time to sleep Dealing
with heavy weather

American Book Publishing Record
The learn-to-sail book for when you are in a hurry to gain your sea legs At the Offshore Sailing
School, the Colgates have taught more than 100,000 adults how to sail. Now they are making
their proven instructional methods available to you so you can fulfill your sailing dreams in little
time. Though designed around three days of intensive instruction, the book adapts easily to
any learning pace. You can master the fundamentals in three days--or over a summer of
leisurely sailing.

Desperate Voyage
Blue Water
John Kretschmer is sailing's practical philosopher – as much a doer as a thinker. And that is
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the overarching theme of this chronicle of a sailing life. Often amusing, sometimes poignant,
occasionally terrifying but always inspiring, his deeply personal account is a welcome reminder
of the good life waiting at sea. With hundreds of thousands of nautical miles under his keel,
John's adventures have taken him several times around the world, with challenging crossings
of the Atlantic and the Pacific, a narrow escape from a coup in Yemen, an unlikely deliverance
from a coral reef off Belize as well as more serene, introspective passages where trade winds
are blowing and stories are flowing. His crew has included CEOs, actors, writers, teachers,
kids – in essence, everyone. John's narrative is interwoven with practical tips and advice in
seamanship, but also, and just as importantly, his hard-won insights about making the most of
our lives. He truly believes we find out who we really are, and what we are capable of, far from
the shackles of land, when we find a place where time changes shape – days may merge into
one another, but minutes are memorable. To live adventurously is to live more fully, and that is
the life John Kretschmer continues to live. In this book he shares his simple profundities that
will inspire those who live to sail, and those seeking something more rewarding from life.

Bumfuzzle
World Cruising Routes
Tor Pinney is cruising sailor and writer.
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Spurr's Guide to Upgrading Your Cruising Sailboat
The Capable Cruiser is a logical extension of the Pardeys' The Self-Sufficient Sailor
(978-0964603677), with more emphasis on seamanship underway, including careful analysis
of extreme anchoring situations and solutions for mitigating them. Underlying each and every
chapter is the warmth and encouragement that spurred Herb McCormick, former editor of
Cruising World magazine, to label Lin and Larry Pardey the enablers. This revised and
expanded third edition of a cruising classic includes 10 completely new chapters with such
advice as: 16 ways to encourage your lover (partner) to share your dream; strategies for
turning sudden engine failure into a minor incident; choosing safety equipment and repairing
rigging at sea. All of the original chapters have been updated to ensure that the information will
be helpful for everyone who dreams of cruising-whether now or in the near future.

The International Marine Book of Sailing
Is your boat ready to go cruising? Just about every sailboat—used and new—can make a good
cruiser, but only if the hull-deck structure, rig, and systems meet certain standards. Spurr’s
Guide to Upgrading Your Cruising Sailboat tells you what those standards are, and gives you
all the help you need to refurbish and upgrade every structure, surface, fitting, and system on
your boat—stem to stern, project by project. This all-in-one guide leads you step by step to a
seaworthy, crew-friendly boat with top-notch cruising performance. Not only will you learn what
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to look for when you buy a new or used boat, you'll also learn how to reinforce your boat’s hull
and structural components, redesign and replace rigging, upgrade electrical systems, and
much more. Special features include: A detailed survey of 70 used and new fiberglass
sailboats best suited to offshore sailing Gear and equipment recommendations by brand name
Construction details and other essential features of a strong, safe cruising boat How to make
critical repairs to the deck, hull, bulkheads, blisters, and portlights

Ready for Sea!
Here's the book that can get you sailing in an afternoon and keep you sailing better through a
lifetime on the water This is the first sailing book that follows a sailor's ideal learning curve.
Rather than tell you all about sail trim or anchoring in a single chapter, Robby Robinson tells
you what you need to know when you want to know it. From the absolute basics to the most
advanced techniques, the International Marine Book of Sailing is highly accessible--and
informative--at every level. More than 500 pages and 1,000 color photos and illustrations.
Covers everything from high-performance and Olympic-class sailing dinghies to coastal and
offshore cruising sailboats. No matter your age or the kind of sailing you'd most like to do, this
book will work for you. The easy-flowing instructional text is augmented by sidebar features
giving alternative approaches, definitions of terms, and boat-to-boat variations--a uniquely
effective how-to combination. Includes contributions from Nigel Calder (Boatowner's
Mechanical and Electrical Manual), Beth Leonard (The Voyager's Handbook), Robert Perry
(Yacht Design According to Perry), Bob Sweet (The Weekend Navigator), Charlie Wing (How
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Boat Things Work), and other top sailing writers. Renders sailing and seamanship more
transparent and accessible than ever before. The ideal book for self-teaching.

Cruising World
The definitive guide to a critical, hotly debated topic How should a sailor cope with storms at
sea? Some advocate heaving-to, others running off. Some say trail a sea anchor over the bow,
others a drogue astern. The stakes in the discussion couldn’t be higher, or the consensus
lower. Finally, preeminent sailor/author Hal Roth offers a practical strategy that can evolve and
respond as storms grow stronger.

Sailing to the Edge of Time
"I know you'll want to read more after you finish Sailing a Serious Ocean. And be warned, you'll
very likely want to sail with John, perhaps across an ocean." -- DALLAS MURPHY, AUTHOR
OF ROUNDING THE HORN After sailing 300,000 miles and weathering dozens of storms in all
the world's oceans, John Kretschmer has plenty of stories and advice to share. John's offshore
training passages sell out a year in advance and his entertaining presentations are popular at
boat shows and yacht clubs all over the English speaking world. John's talent for storytelling
enchants his audience as it soaks up the lessons he learned during his oftenchallenging
voyages. Now you can take a seat next to John--at a lesser cost--and get the knowledge you
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need to fulfill your own dream of blue-water adventure. In Sailing a Serious Ocean, John tells
you what to expect when sailing the oceans and shows how to sail safely across them. His
tales of storm encounters and other examples of extreme seamanship will help you prepare for
your journey and give you confidence to handle any situation—even heavy weather. Through
his personal stories, John will guide you through the whole process of choosing the right boat,
outfitting with the right gear, planning your route, navigating the ocean, and understanding the
nuances of life at sea. Our oceans are beautiful yet unpredictable—water that is at one
moment a natural mirror for the glowing sun can turn into a foamy, raging wall of fury. John
knows our oceans, and he is one of the best teachers of taming and enjoying them. Before you
set off across the big blue, turn to John for his inspirational stories and hard-learned advice
and discover the serious sailor in you.

Sailing a Serious Ocean
This newly updated, comprehensive cruising guide to all the world's oceans is a valuable
reference for cruising sailors and armchair dreamers. More than 500 sailing routes are
detailed, including 40 new routes to such high-latitude destinations as Scandinavia, Iceland,
Greenland, Alaska, and Antarctica. The book includes 150 pages of two-color maps, updated
GPS coordinates for navigation, and route-by-route descriptions of weather and hazards.

The Best of People & Food Cookbook
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The passagemaking bible updated to help you live your long-distance voyaging dreams First
published in 1975, Robert Beebe's Voyaging Under Power revolutionized long-distance
cruising, encouraging powerboaters to enjoy what was once exclusive to sailboats and their
crews: crossing oceans to exotic, interesting, and beautiful places in comfort with a minimum of
problems and expense. Now power-cruising couple Denis and Mary Umstot, whose interest in
power voyaging was ignited by Beebe’s work, have updated Voyaging Under Power for the
twenty-first century. The much anticipated Voyaging Under Power, Fourth Edition, includes
Beebe's original wisdom and philosophy of passagemaking, as well as his groundbreaking
thoughts on vessel stability and fuel monitoring. Fourteen new chapters provide insights into a
range of additional topics vital for ocean passages and passagemakers, including:
Seaworthiness, stability, and other design concepts Options for stabilizing passagemakers
including paravanes, active and passive fins, and antiroll tanks Selecting and understanding
the critical systems for long-distance voyaging A decision process for choosing a new boat or
analyzing the suitability of a used boat An examination of passagemaking models from
Nordhavn, Kadey-Krogen, Seahorse, and Dashew, as well as the designs of Stephen Seaton,
Michael Kasten, George Buehler, Dave Gerr, and others Highlights of successful and proven
passagemakers of the past, including examples from eleven builders and designers First-hand
accounts from passagemakers around the globe, including the Mediterranean, Black Sea,
South America, South Pacific, Madagascar, and beyond Tips on understanding and predicting
weather and waves and what to do in a storm Understanding offshore safety issues, including
how to avoid trouble and cross oceans in comfort Choosing and training crew as well as
communication tips for a better cruising experience Preparing for and resolving maintenance
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problems at sea and in distant anchorages "The list of contributors shows the quality of
experience in the pages of this fourth edition. Anyone wanting to join, or at least understand
the elements of, the long-distance passagemaking lifestyle will find a great deal of knowledge
that is realistic, useful, and timely. You'll keep Voyaging Under Power on your pilothouse
bookshelf (or its electronic equivalent) for years to come." -- Bill Parlatore, Founder of
PassageMaker Magazine "Captain Beebe applied Navy experience, technical creativity, and
an open mind to his self-appointed task of inventing the long-range power cruiser. He
embraced ideas that others discarded as readily as he rejected solutions others found
indispensable. His path, like all innovators, was the uncommon one and his selfless sharing in
Voyaging Under Power literally launched a thousand ships. This Fourth Edition of Beebe's
classic draws on new ideas and the accumulated wisdom of today's yacht designers and
experienced ocean voyagers to further Beebe's cause and liberate thousands more from the
tyranny of dry land." -- Michael Jones, Ocean Traveler, Ship Design Collaborator, and Proud
Parent of Google Earth

Cruising World
"The deadliest storm in the history of modern sailing"--Cover.

The Ancient Sailing Season
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Self-taught Navigation
The Eastern Yacht Club
The art, science, history, and mystery of sails and sailmaking. Written in concise, layperson's
language and full of photographs and personal anecdotes, this book goes step-by-step through
the process of creating and using sails. Provided is a definitive look at the latest developments
in sails, sailcloth, engineering, hardware, and sail trim. Also offered are case studies that
illustrate which fibers, fabrics, and sails are suitable for a variety of different sailing
applications, from simple dinghies and day sailors to offshore racing and cruising yachts.
Sailors of all levels of interest and ability will find information they can apply to their own boats
and sail choices.

Indian Ocean Cruising Guide
A guide for the individual who has sailed small crafts and is interested in owning a cruising
yacht, that provides practical data on boat construction, maintenance, navigation, and safety

Mr. and Mrs. Madison's War
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Fast Track to Cruising
Fastnet, Force 10: The Deadliest Storm in the History of Modern Sailing (New
Edition)
Comprehensive and authoritative, this guide combines and updates two smaller, long-trusted
regional books to provide seamless coverage of the entire California coast from just outside
the Golden Gate Bridge to Mexico, with special attention given to the popular offshore islands
between Point Conception and San Diego. Brian Fagan draws upon more than three decades
of experience sailing those waters under all conditions to offer the definitive cruising guide for
both sailors and powerboaters.

Spurr's Boatbook
A comprehensive examination of the effects of the shifting seasons on maritime trade, warfare
and piracy during antiquity, this book overturns many long-held assumptions concerning the
capabilities of Graeco-Roman ships and sailors.
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